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The cities of southeast Los Angeles County areThe cities of southeast Los Angeles County are

key drivers of the Southern California economy.key drivers of the Southern California economy.

Our proximity to the ports of Los Angeles andOur proximity to the ports of Los Angeles and

Long Beach, the Long Beach (710) Freeway andLong Beach, the Long Beach (710) Freeway and

rail lines means our region is an industrializedrail lines means our region is an industrialized

Port truck drivers wait in line at Pier G in the Port of LongPort truck drivers wait in line at Pier G in the Port of Long
Beach (File photo by Stephen Carr, Press-Telegram/SCNG)Beach (File photo by Stephen Carr, Press-Telegram/SCNG)
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hub that literally keeps the rest of the countryhub that literally keeps the rest of the country

moving. This is a tremendous source of pride formoving. This is a tremendous source of pride for

the men, women and families who live in ourthe men, women and families who live in our

cities.cities.

When we see trucks carrying cargo to and fromWhen we see trucks carrying cargo to and from

the port, we see good-paying, middle class jobsthe port, we see good-paying, middle class jobs

for those who work at the ports, nearbyfor those who work at the ports, nearby

warehouses and throughout the logistics supplywarehouses and throughout the logistics supply

chain. But we also know that all of this economicchain. But we also know that all of this economic

activity comes at a cost to the health of theactivity comes at a cost to the health of the

children and families we are elected to represent.children and families we are elected to represent.

The health implications of living near a freewayThe health implications of living near a freeway

are well documented. Our children are moreare well documented. Our children are more

likely to have asthma and other breathinglikely to have asthma and other breathing

problems. There are elevated risks of heartproblems. There are elevated risks of heart

disease and cancer. These are real problems thatdisease and cancer. These are real problems that

impact our constituents. And they are why we areimpact our constituents. And they are why we are

demanding action.demanding action.

This week, the Harbor Commissions of LosThis week, the Harbor Commissions of Los

Angeles and Long Beach will vote on the Clean AirAngeles and Long Beach will vote on the Clean Air

Action Plan, a document that outlines how toAction Plan, a document that outlines how to

reduce air pollution related to the country’sreduce air pollution related to the country’s

largest port complex. The heavy-duty trucks thatlargest port complex. The heavy-duty trucks that

transport containers between the ports, freighttransport containers between the ports, freight

lines and warehouses are a critical piece of thelines and warehouses are a critical piece of the

CAAP.CAAP.

Under the proposed CAAP, diesel trucks couldUnder the proposed CAAP, diesel trucks could

continue to service the ports of Los Angeles andcontinue to service the ports of Los Angeles and

Long Beach until 2035. That means a child bornLong Beach until 2035. That means a child born

today would be a freshman in college before hetoday would be a freshman in college before he

or she breathes cleaner air. The reality is there’sor she breathes cleaner air. The reality is there’s

no reason to wait.no reason to wait.

Today in Southern California, most transitToday in Southern California, most transit

agencies have already switched their buses fromagencies have already switched their buses from
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diesel to natural gas engines. And many agenciesdiesel to natural gas engines. And many agencies

are replacing their fleets with engines that are 90are replacing their fleets with engines that are 90

percent cleaner than compressed natural gaspercent cleaner than compressed natural gas

engines. The technology is advancing so quicklyengines. The technology is advancing so quickly

that by the end of the year, these vehicles will bethat by the end of the year, these vehicles will be

cleaner than electric vehicles – putting fewercleaner than electric vehicles – putting fewer

pollutants and greenhouse gases into the air.pollutants and greenhouse gases into the air.

Leaders at the ports of Los Angeles and LongLeaders at the ports of Los Angeles and Long

Beach have heard our concerns. Under the CAAP,Beach have heard our concerns. Under the CAAP,

beginning in 2020, all heavy-duty trucks would bebeginning in 2020, all heavy-duty trucks would be

charged a fee to enter the ports’ terminals unlesscharged a fee to enter the ports’ terminals unless

they are certified to meet a standard of near-zerothey are certified to meet a standard of near-zero

emissions.emissions.

We look forward to seeing clean trucks that runWe look forward to seeing clean trucks that run

on renewable fuel. And the communities aroundon renewable fuel. And the communities around

the ports do, too. In a recent poll conducted bythe ports do, too. In a recent poll conducted by

the respected polling firm FM3 on behalf of thethe respected polling firm FM3 on behalf of the

Advanced Clean Trucks Now coalition, strongAdvanced Clean Trucks Now coalition, strong

majorities supported clean trucks, supportedmajorities supported clean trucks, supported

their deployment now, and even supportedtheir deployment now, and even supported

financial incentives to get these trucks on thefinancial incentives to get these trucks on the

road. These polling results tell us that portroad. These polling results tell us that port

communities specifically want to encouragecommunities specifically want to encourage

greater pollution reduction through the rapidgreater pollution reduction through the rapid

deployment of near-zero emission vehicles.deployment of near-zero emission vehicles.

In order for the CAAP to be successful, we urgeIn order for the CAAP to be successful, we urge

port officials to adopt the California Air Resourcesport officials to adopt the California Air Resources

Board’s Optional Low NOx Standard of 0.02Board’s Optional Low NOx Standard of 0.02

g/bhp-hr as their own standard for trucks to beg/bhp-hr as their own standard for trucks to be

exempted from the 2020 fee. Roughly 90 percentexempted from the 2020 fee. Roughly 90 percent

of older trucks were replaced within three yearsof older trucks were replaced within three years

when the previous Clean Trucks Programwhen the previous Clean Trucks Program

imposed a fee. Setting CARB’s Low NOx standardimposed a fee. Setting CARB’s Low NOx standard

as the threshold could result in faster adoption ofas the threshold could result in faster adoption of

near-zero technology and would allow non-near-zero technology and would allow non-



petroleum and renewable fuel vehicles topetroleum and renewable fuel vehicles to

operate at the ports and assist in meeting theoperate at the ports and assist in meeting the

state’s petroleum reduction goals, renewablestate’s petroleum reduction goals, renewable

energy goals, and clean air and climate goals.energy goals, and clean air and climate goals.

The ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach have aThe ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach have a

long track record of environmental stewardship.long track record of environmental stewardship.

We applaud port officials for their commitmentWe applaud port officials for their commitment

to making Southern California a cleaner andto making Southern California a cleaner and

healthier environment, and we will be watchinghealthier environment, and we will be watching

to make sure they continue to move asto make sure they continue to move as

aggressively as they can to put cleaner trucks onaggressively as they can to put cleaner trucks on

our roadways.our roadways.

Vivian Romero is mayor of Montebello. MariaVivian Romero is mayor of Montebello. Maria

Davila is mayor of South Gate. Jason Pu is cityDavila is mayor of South Gate. Jason Pu is city

councilmember from San Gabriel.councilmember from San Gabriel.
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